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Abstract
Both high-dense wireless connectivity and ultra-huge network capacity are main challenges of

next generation broadband networks. As one of its key promising technologies, non-orthogonal multi-
ple access (NOMA) scheme can solve those challenges and meet those needs to some extent, in the
way that different user equipments (UEs) multiplex on the same resource. Researchers around the
world have presented numerous NOMA solutions. Among those, sparse code multiple access (SC-
MA) technology is a typical NOMA solution. It supports scheduled access and random access which
can be called granted access and grant-free access respectively. But resources allocated to granted
UEs and grant-free UEs are strictly separated. In order to improve resource utilization, a hybrid non-
orthogonal multiple access scheme is proposed. It allows granted UEs and grant-free UEs sharing the
same resource unit in terms of fine-grained integration. On the basis, a resource allocation method is
further brought forward based on genetic algorithm. It optimizes resource allocation of all UEs by
mapping resource distribution issue to an optimization problem. Comparing throughputs of four meth-
ods, simulation results demonstrate the proposed genetic algorithm has better throughput gain.

Key words: non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), resource allocation, sparse code multi-
ple access (SCMA), genetic algorithm, hybrid non-orthogonal multiple access

0　 Introduction

In recent years, broadband networks are ubiqui-
tous in daily life. With the demands for broadband net-
works exploding, the existing broadband networks are
increasingly unable to meet needs on both enormous
connections and ultra-large network capacity[1] . In this
situation, the next generation broadband networks need
to support both two demands.

Traditional orthogonal multiple access methods
can hardly meet needs of massive connectivity and ul-
tra-huge network capacity. Non-orthogonal multiple ac-
cess ( NOMA) technology[2] has been introduced.
Here, different user equipment (UE) can multiplex on
the same resource. By multiplexing in different dimen-
sions, many NOMA methods have been proposed.
Among those methods, sparse code multiple access
(SCMA) [3] scheme is a typical representative of NO-
MA technique and a very competitive multiple access
method in the next generation broadband networks.

In traditional multiple access methods, base sta-

tions (BSs) serve as scheduling centers. It is inevita-
bly accompanied by more delays and very higher signa-
ling overheads. As an effective solution, SCMA
scheme supports both scheduled access and random ac-
cess, which are called granted access and grant-free
access respectively. Among them, granted access ap-
plies to UEs with more stable business requirements or
large amount of information, and are scheduled by their
BSs. Grant-free access is suitable for UEs with small
data packets and small business needs, and grant-free
UEs compete for access[4] . In addition, the resources
assigned to both granted UEs and grant-free UEs are
strictly segregated in the current studies. It leads to a
decrease in resource utilization to some extent.

As one of the most advantageous key techniques,
SCMA scheme has aroused interest from numerous ex-
perts and scholars all over the world. They have done
many researches and proposed many resource allocation
methods[5-9] . Part of those uses random algorithm while
part of them just optimizes resources allocated to gran-
ted UEs. Fewer studies optimize resources allocated to
all UEs or grant-free UEs. And resources assigned to
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granted UEs and grant-free UEs are strictly separated in
the majority. It leads to a serious waste of resources and
limits connectivity and network capacity to some degree,
as the number of granted UEs and grant-free UEs are
time-varying. A new solution needs to be proposed.

To solve those challenges, satisfy increasing mas-
sive connectivity and network capacity requirements,
and implement the idea of integrating resources, an
idea of hybrid non-orthogonal multiple access protocol
is proposed. It allows granted UEs and grant-free UEs
to share the same resource unit. The central idea is
that resources are first allocated to granted UEs and the
remaining are allocated to grant-free UEs. But utiliza-
tion of resources is not well guaranteed because alloca-
tion is randomly. On this basis, a genetic algorithm is
put forward to optimize resource allocation by mapping
resources allocation issue to an optimization problem.
By comparing performance of four algorithms, masses
of simulation results manifest that genetic algorithm has
better throughput gains.

The main contribution can be summarized as fol-
lows.

(1) The proposed hybrid non-orthogonal multiple
access protocol dynamically allocates resources to gran-
ted UEs and grant-free UEs. It breaks down the strict
separation of resources. Resources are allocated to
granted UEs first, and the remaining are allocated to
grant-free UEs.

(2) Genetic algorithm is proposed for resource al-
location. And this paper has made systematic modeling
and theoretical analysis. The result confirms that ge-
netic algorithm satisfies the demand of both massive
connectivity and ultra-huge network capacity.

(3) Simulation results demonstrate throughputs of
genetic algorithm are obviously increased compared
with other algorithms. It further satisfies the demands
of tremendous connectivity and ever-increasing network
capacity.

The rest is organized as follows. Section 1 shows
the related work. The system model is introduced in
Section 2. Resource allocation issue is mapped to an
optimization problem in Section 3. Then the main idea
of genetic algorithm is introduced in Section 4. Next,
simulation and comparison verification are carried out
in Section 5. Section 6 is a summary of this article.

1　 Related work

As a typical representative of NOMA technique
and a very competitive multiple access method in the
next generation broadband networks, SCMA protocol
attracts keen interests of many experts and scholars

worldwide.
Ref. [5] designed a resource allocation method

based on downlink of SCMA. Proportional fair method
and modifying largest weighted delay first method apply
to it. In uplink of SCMA, Ref. [6] presented an opti-
mal resource allocation algorithm to maximize the sum
rate. By settling a convex optimization matter, the total
throughput has been effectively increased. Ref. [7]
put forward a frequency-hopping based sparse code
multiple access. By introducing SCMA technique into
time domain, Ref. [8] presented a time domain SCMA
method and applied it to narrow band networks, which
can dramatically increase throughput performance gain.
Ref. [9] described a semi-granted multiple access
(SGMA) technique on which granted UEs and grant-
free UEs can share the same resource unit.

However, some studies use random algorithm on
resource allocation, some researches are optimized re-
source allocation of granted UEs and there are very few
optimization studies on resource allocation of grant-free
UEs or all UEs. It is even worse that almost all re-
sources assigned to granted UEs and grant-free UEs are
strictly separated. The fact that the number of granted
UEs and grant-free UEs is time-varying leads to a waste
of resources. In order to improve resource utilization,
it is necessory to put forward new ideas for whole UEs
and mix their resources together.

2　 System model

2. 1　 Network resources scenario
In network resources topology, each BS can be

seen as the centre of a broadband network community
and UEs are randomly distributed around the BS in
Fig. 1. All UEs are divided into two categories: gran-
ted UEs and grant-free UEs. For granted UEs, its BS
acts as the scheduling centre. They are represented as
U = {u1, u2, …, uNg} and Ng is the number of them.
For grant-free UEs, there is no scheduling centre and
all of them access resources randomly. They are ex-
pressed as V = { v1, v2, …, vNgf } where Ngf is the
number of them.

The frequency domain can be divided into J sub-
channels. Every K adjacent sub-channel forms a chan-
nel resource unit. The number of channel units can be
got from Eq. (1).

n = 「 J
K ⌉ (1)

For downlink, all information transmissions are
scheduled by their BSs. For uplink, UEs not only can
be scheduled by their BSs, but also can randomly ac-
cess resources[10-11] . So this paper mainly considers in-
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formation transmission in uplink.

Fig. 1　 Network resources scenario

2. 2　 Principle of SCMA
In SCMA, UEs generate L possible access

schemes by using a codebook set and achieve multiple-
xing on J sub-channels. The codebook set is represen-
ted by Codebook = { codebook1, codebook2, …, code-
bookL} . And codebooki contains J rows and B columns.
B shows a bitstream of all UEs information. L is the
number of virtual layers.

On the sender, all UE information is directly
mapped to multidimensional codewords on complex do-
main by SCMA encoder in the form of bitstreams.
Codewords of different UEs are non-orthogonal super-
imposed in sub-channels through sparse code spread
spectrum[12-15] . In order to reduce decoding complexity
of receiver, non-zero elements of each codeword are
less than half of the total number of elements in a code-
word.

Based on the sparsity, overloading and other char-
acteristics of SCMA technique, receiver can complete
decoding and restore the original information bitstreams
using low complexity multi-user joint detection algo-
rithm.

2. 3　 Hybrid non-orthogonal multiple access
Although SCMA protocol is able to increase con-

nectivity and system network capacity to some extent,
resources assigned to granted UEs and grant-free UEs
are strictly divided. It causes a waste of resources. On
this basis, this paper needs to seek a new approach to
break the resource allocation barriers.

A hybrid non-orthogonal multiple access protocol
is proposed that allows granted UEs and grant-free UEs
to share the same channel unit in a fine-grained fusion
manner. Virtual layers can be assigned to both granted
UEs and grant-free UEs. This method not only does not
suppress the connection of granted UEs, but also

breaks previously strict isolation between granted UEs
and grant-free UEs. That is to say, resources are first
allocated to granted UEs and then the remaining are
available for grant-free UEs. Since throughputs of gran-
ted UEs are more stable than that of grant-free UEs,
the total throughputs of all UEs will increase partly.

Fig. 2 is a comparative analysis diagram between
SCMA and hybrid non-orthogonal multiple access pro-
tocol. The left side shows the proposed protocol and
the right side shows traditional NOMA method as half
of its sub-channels are allocated to granted UEs and the
remaining are allocated to grant-free UEs. But in hy-
brid non-orthogonal multiple access protocol, resources
are firstly allocated to granted UEs and then the remai-
ning are allocated to grant-free UEs. It can improve the
connection of granted UEs and grant-free UEs and fur-
ther meet time-varying network needs, shorten waiting
delay of granted UEs and improve network throughput.

Fig. 2　 Comparison between SGMA and SCMA

3　 Problem formulation

For wireless networks, capacity or throughput is
one of the most important objectives. It reflects the re-
source utilization degree to certain extent. In this pa-
per, the optimizing objective is to maximize the capaci-
ty of whole system.

For the broadband network community which
adopts hybrid non-orthogonal multiple access scheme
based on genetic algorithm, it can be known that: (1)
business demands of all UEs; (2) the SNR information
that each UE at different sub-channels; (3) resources
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allocated to each granted UE. On this basis, the objec-
tive optimization function of resource allocation problem
can be obtained according to Shannon theorem.

Objective:
maximize c = cg + cgf

　 　 　 　 = ∑
Ng

m1 = 1
∑

J

n1 = 1
αm1,n1cgm1,n1 + ∑

Ngf

m2 = 1
∑

J

n2 = 1
βm2,n2cgfm2,n2

(2)
here, c represents the Shannon capacity for all UEs, cg

denotes the Shannon capacity for all granted UEs and
cgf shows the Shannon capacity for all grant-free UEs.
As grant-free UEs access randomly, the average Shan-
non capacity can only be calculated statistically. By
maximizing cg and cgf, the objective function can be
optimized.

Constraints:

∑
Ng

m1 = 1
αm1,n1, ∀n1 = 1,2,…,J (3)

∑
J

n1 = 1
αm1,n1, ∀m1 = 1,2,…,Ng (4)

∑
Ngf

m2 = 1
βm2,n2, ∀n2 = 1,2,…,J (5)

∑
J

n2 = 1
βm2,n2,∀m2 = 1,2,…,Ngf (6)

αm1,n1 = 0,1 (7)
βm2,n2 = 0,1 (8)

where αm1,n1 = 1, indicating that UE m1 is scheduled to
virtual layer n1 . αm1,n1 = 0 means UE m1 is not sched-
uled to virtual layer n1 . The same goes for the βm2,n2 .
cgm1,n1 represents the channel capacity when UE m1 is
scheduled to virtual layer n1 . The same as cgfm2,n2 .

Eqs(3) - (6) specify each UE can occupy one
virtual layer at most and each virtual layer can be as-
signed to one UE at most. Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) indi-
cate that UEs assigned to certain channels are allocated
and unallocated.

Based on it, this is a non-deterministic polynomial
(NP) problem and an optimal polynomial time solution
cannot be found. Under this premise, genetic algo-
rithm will be introduced to optimize resource alloca-
tion.

4　 The genetic algorithm

For a network community using hybrid non-orthog-
onal multiple access protocol, the genetic algorithm is
introduced to optimize resource allocation. The genetic
algorithm mainly includes initialization, integer enco-
ding, calculation of fitness function, selection, cross-
over and mutation operation as shown below. Repeat

those steps until reaching the maximum number of iter-
ations or termination criteria.

4. 1　 Initialization
Set the termination criteria and the maximum

number of iterations. Generate the initial population
randomly. The population size is determined by the
number of chromosomes and the number of genes in
each chromosome. Among them, the positions of genes
on each chromosome represent virtual layers. Assume
the probability of crossover and mutation respectively.

4. 2　 Integer encoding
Each chromosome can be defined as
c = (x1, x2, x3,…, xL) (9)

xi = u 1 ≤ u ≤ L
0　 otherwise{ (10)

where, xi means the UE on the ith position of genes on
each chromosome. When xi = 0, the ith position is al-
located to grant-free UE. And when xi = u(u≠0), the
ith position is assigned to granted UE u. L represents
the total number of genes on each chromosome or says
the total number of virtual layers.

4. 3　 Calculate fitness
Shannon formula is used to describe the informa-

tion transmission rate and the sum of Shannon capacity
of all UEs on each chromosome is taken as the fitness
function of each chromosome as shown in Eq. (11).

ci = cg + cgf, i = 1,2,…,N (11)
4. 3. 1　 Fitness of granted UEs

For each chromosome, Shannon capacity of each
granted UE is calculated on their allocated virtual lay-
ers firstly. Then, the sum Shannon capacity of all
granted UEs can be calculated as the fitness function of
all granted UEs as shown in Eq. (12).

cg = ∑
Ng

m1 = 1
∑

J

n1 = 1
cgm1,n1 (12)

For each granted UE, if granted UE m1-th has
been assigned to virtual layer n1-th, its Shannon ca-
pacity can be described as cgm1,n1 and calculated accord-
ing to Eq. (13).

cgm1,n1 = B·log2(1 + SNRg
m1,n1) (13)

As the SNR of each granted UE on different sub-
channel are different, SNRg

m represents the average
SNR of two sub-channels which carry virtual layer
n1-th.
4. 3. 2　 Fitness of grant-free UEs

For grant-free UEs, Shannon capacity is obtained
based on the estimated number of successful accessed
UEs. Shannon capacity of all grant-free UEs on each
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chromosome can be obtained as
cgf = Nsuc·B·log2(1 + SNRgf) (14)

Nsuc represents the average number of grant-free UEs
which can successfully access layers on each chromo-
some. SNRgf means the average SNR of every two sub-
channels who carry every position of genes allocated to
grant-free UEs.

On the basis of Bernoulli distribution, Eq. (15)
shows the probability of successful access for grant-free
UEs.

p1 = (Ngf·p)· 1
Ngf·(1 - 1

Ngf)
Ngf·p-1 (15)

The total probability and the total number of grant-
free UEs accessing successfully need to be calculated.

Psucsum = ∑
Ngf

t = 1

Ngf

t( )p1 t·(1 - p1) Ngf-t (16)

Nsucsum = ∑
Ngf

t = 1

Ngf

t( )p1 t·(1 - p1) Ngf-t·t (17)

Here, the average number of grant-free UEs ac-
cessing layers successfully on each chromosome can be
got as

Nsuc =
Nsucsum
Psucsum

(18)

Let’s calculate the sum of SNR of every two sub-
channels that carries all positions of genes which are
assigned to grant-free UEs as shown in Eq. (19).

SNRsum = ∑
Ngf

i = 1

∑Ngf

n = 1
SNRin
n (19)

where, SNRin shows SNR of every two sub-channels
which carry grant-free UE nth in the ith position of
gene which is assigned to grant-free UEs.

The average SNR is shown as

SNRgf =
SNRsum

Ngf (20)

So far, the fitness function of grant-free UEs can
be got.

4. 4　 Selecting operation
Following a principle of ‘ survival of the fittest’,

a selection operator is applied to population. It means
the chromosome who has least value of fitness function
is replaced by the one who has maximal value. Mean-
while the optimal retention strategy is adopted. After
selection operation is finished, the chromosome with
largest value of fitness function is directly reserved and
enters the next iteration. It ensures the optimal chro-
mosome who has maximal value of fitness function can
emerge in next round.

4. 5　 Crossover operation
The operation adopts an improved single point in-

tersection method. Its steps are shown below. First,
two chromosomes are selected randomly from popula-
tion for pairing. If the number of chromosomes is odd,
the one with largest value of fitness function will not
participate in pairing. The paired chromosomes perform
crossover operation according to an improved single
point intersection principle by the probability of pc and
remain the original by the probability of (1 - pc). Two
chromosomes are selected randomly from the remaining
and execute the previous steps until all chromosomes
are paired.

An example is shown in Fig. 3. Assuming the se-
lected two chromosomes are represented as c1 = (0,1,
2,3,4,5) and c2 = (4,2,1,5,0,3) respectively. And
two new chromosomes are expressed as c3 and c4 . Lo-
cation of intersection point selects the third gene ran-
domly. According to the probability of pc, choose all
genes on the left side of crossover point on c1 as the left
side of c3 in turn. Next find genes from the left side of
c2 which have not yet appeared in c3 and put them se-
quentially after the existing genes on c3 until all genes
have been found out. So far c3 = (0,1,4,2,5,3) can
be got. Lastly c4 = (4,2,0,1,3,5) can also be got by
the same way.

Fig. 3　 An example of crossover operation

4. 6　 Mutation operation
A mutation operator is applied to the population.

First, a mutation operator is generated randomly by se-
lecting two different positions of genes on each chromo-
some. Then, the two genes are swapping with the
probability of pm and keeping the original genes by the
probability of (1 - pm).

5　 Performance evaluation

5. 1 　 Simulation configuration
In simulations consider a single-cell network in

which UEs are uniformly distributed. Default simula-
tion parameters are summarized in Table 1. Besides,
SNR values of different UEs on different sub-channels
are different. The SNR values follow a uniform distri-
bution from 2 to 20.
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Table 1　 Simulation parameters
Parameters Value

Total number of UEs 100
Number of sub-channels 40
Number of channel groups 10
Number of virtual layers on

per channel groups 6

Number of sub-channels on
per channel groups 4

System bandwidth 1 MHz
Length of bit sequences on

per time slot 1000 bits

Length of per time slot 0. 5 ms

Channel coding LDPC, 1
2 coding rate

Successful access probability
of grant-free UEs

1
2

5. 2　 Performance comparison
Simulations are used to evaluate performances of

the proposed algorithm and study how the number of
granted UEs and the ratio of resources assigned to gran-
ted UEs affect bit error rate (BER) and throughputs.
Four algorithms are compared through simulations, in-
cluding a random algorithm with traditional non-orthog-
onal multiple access scheme, a random algorithm with
hybrid non-orthogonal multiple access scheme, a heu-
ristic algorithm using SGAM[9] scheme and a genetic
algorithm utilizing hybrid non-orthogonal multiple ac-
cess scheme.
5. 2. 1　 Impact of the number of granted UEs on per-

formance
Assuming that the resources are allocated to gran-

ted UEs and grant-free UEs equally. The number of
granted UEs is changed and values of BER and
throughput are recorded.

　 　 Fig. 4 shows mean BER curves, the performance
simulation of physical layer, based on the four cases.
It is obvious that genetic algorithm performs optimally.
On the basis, throughputs of four algorithms will be
compared next.

Fig. 4　 Mean BER of all UEs versus the number of granted UEs

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show that genetic algorithm per-
forms optimally compared with the other three algo-
rithms on average throughput.

For random algorithm with traditional non-orthogo-
nal multiple access method, average throughput curve
increases firstly, then keeps stable and lastly decrea-
ses. As resources allocated to granted UEs and grant-
free UEs are strictly separated, their throughputs con-
tinue to grow until half of the resources are allocated to
granted UEs. Then throughputs remain constant.
Meanwhile as the number of grant-free UEs decreases,
the probability of collision between grant-free UEs de-
creases.

For the other three algorithms, their average
throughputs increase first and then keep stable. This is
because resources are first assigned to granted UEs,
then the remaining are accessed by grant-free UEs.
Throughputs of granted UEs continue to increase until
all resources are allocated to them and then stay un-
changed. Meanwhile throughputs of grant-free UEs are

Fig. 5　 Mean throughputs of all UEs versus the number of granted UEs
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Fig. 6　 Mean throughputs of granted UEs and grant-free UEs versus the number of granted UEs

reduced as resources allocated to them decline to 0. As
heuristic algorithm and genetic algorithm optimize re-
sources allocation of granted UEs and all UEs respec-
tively, their throughputs are apparently better. Moreo-
ver, throughputs of genetic algorithm are superior to
that of heuristic algorithm.
5. 2. 2 　 Impact of the ratio of resources assigned to

granted UEs on performance
The simulation scenario consists of 50 granted UEs

and 50 grant-free UEs. Due to the randomness of ac-
cess probability, the number of grant-free UEs success-
fully transmitted is at most 25 theoretically. Then, this
paper changes the ratio of resources assigned to granted
UEs and records the values of BER and throughput.

Fig. 7 shows mean BER curves based on the four
cases. It is obvious that genetic algorithm performs op-
timally. Based on it, throughputs of the four algorithms
will be compared.

Fig. 7　 Mean BER of all UEs versus the ratio of resources assigned to granted UEs

　 　 Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate mean throughputs var-
ying with the ratio of resources assigned to granted
UEs. Obviously, genetic algorithm is optimized than
the other three algorithms.

For random algorithms with traditional non-orthog-
onal multiple access protocol, the average throughput
goes up first and then down. Because in this algorithm
resources assigned to granted UEs and grant-free UEs
are strictly divided, throughputs of granted UEs contin-
ue to grow until all of them are allocated resources.
Then their throughputs remain roughly unchanged.

Meanwhile throughputs of grant-free UEs remain con-
stant as all grant-free UEs can access resources at the
beginning. Then with fewer and fewer resources availa-
ble for grant-free UEs, the probability of collision be-
tween grant-free UEs goes up. As a result, their through-
puts gradually descend.

For the other three algorithms, their average
throughputs basically remain unchanged. Because re-
sources are firstly allocated to granted UEs and then the
remaining are randomly accessed by grant-free UEs,
the ratio of resources allocated to granted UEs has no
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impact on throughputs. Therefore, their throughputs
keep unchanged. In addition, heuristic algorithm and
genetic algorithm have better throughputs because they

optimize resources allocation for granted UEs and all
UEs respectively. Further genetic algorithm is optimal.
　 　 Fig. 10 shows resource utilization rate curves based

Fig. 8　 Mean throughputs of all UEs versus the ratio of resources assigned to granted UEs

Fig. 9　 Mean throughputs of granted UEs and grant-free UEs versus the ratio of resources assigned to granted UEs

Fig. 10　 Resource utilization rate versus the ratio of resources assigned to granted UEs
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on all the four cases. It is obvious that genetic algo-
rithm outperforms other schemes. It means the pro-
posed genetic algorithm based hybrid non-orthogonal
multiple access protocol not only guarantees granted
UEs access performance, but also improves the re-
source utilization.

6　 Conclusions

As wireless connections become denser and net-
work scale expands, a hybrid non-orthogonal multi-ac-
cess approach is proposed. It further highlights its ad-
vantages. But random access brings more uncertainty.
If the traditional allocation method based on resource
isolation is still followed, the resource utilization rate
will be lower. The method proposed in this paper fully
considers the joint performance of scheduled access and
random access. On the basis, a genetic algorithm
based resource allocation is proposed. Simulation re-
sults show the presented scheme has stable performance
gain with the increase of UEs. In conclusion, the
scheme proposed in this paper has better adaptability
and expansibility.
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